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Cut Out Comparison, Count On Community

21 DAYS TO BETTER

1. Comparison is a and a

When we compare, we can lose perspective on what we do have to be grateful 

for. A way to combat this is to make a gratitude list. Below, make a list of 10 

things you are grateful for. (*Try starting every day making a new list. You will be 

surprised how many things you will find each day when you sit down and write it 

out!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

When we compare, lies can start to creep in telling us we are not as good as 

others, have less than others, and will always be wanting or needing more. What 

is a lie that you hear in your soul when you compare yourself to others?
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2. Comparison contributes to and

Stress is not good for our health. It is important to find tools that help us to 

cope with stress and anxiety. We are going to share three of our most useful 

tools when it comes to coping with stress and anxiety. In the other blanks, 

write two more ways that help you cope when these arise in your life. 

Write three positive/unique things about yourself that set you apart.

Comparison makes me ask the question: ?

1.

 

2.

 

3.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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3. It's all about

True connection takes work. Take 2 minutes right now to send a text to someone you haven't 

talked to in a while, or someone who could use some connection. 

Vulnerability Challenge: 

 

When this webinar is through, go to the Facebook group and share something that you fear, 

stress about, or feel about yourself when you compare yourself to others. Then, comment on 

someone else's post that resonates with you as well. We feel connection when we realize 

we are not alone in our thoughts, feelings, and circumstances. 

Vulnerability creates connection, and connection is how

we build .

There is a LOT of power in the sentence: 

 


